
Uprising (2020). All images Â© Jason Anderson, shared with permissionJason Anderson visualizes city skylines, swooping highway exchanges, and a range of urban landscapes through prismatic, impasto strokes of oil
paint. The U.K.-based artist begins each painting with a black-and-white sketch before turning to the linen canvas and translating the lively works. In recent months, he&#8217;s incorporated more curved lines and
saturated tones alongside the pastels he&#8217;s used previously, resulting in abstract scenes of horizons and city centers rendered through a mosaic of color.I relish the often frantic nature of mixing and arranging the
paint in thick impressionistic daubs and submitting to a process that creates its own detail and form, the artist says in a statement. This forces me to be bold and decisive; it also produces a kaleidoscope of shape and tone
(reminiscent of stained-glass) which portrays the ever-present movement and energy found in nature.Although all of Anderson&#8217;s works are currently sold out, you can follow updates on his commissions and new
pieces on his site and view his finished paintings and sketches on Instagram.&nbsp;Terminus (2019)Sheer (2020)Mistral (2020)Centrifuge (2020)Plaid (2020)Pulse (2020)Branch (2020)Hearth (2020)Artwork by Clarisse
Provido, SVACE StudentWhether itâ€™s to advance your career or try something new, SVACE offers more than 170 online courses to choose from. Visit sva.edu/ce to view all course offerings.Online courses are
available in:AdvertisingAnimationArt &amp; ActivismDesignFilm and VideoFine ArtsIllustration and CartooningInterior DesignPhotographyProfessional DevelopmentVisual and Critical StudiesVisible Futures LabVisual
NarrativeFree Virtual Events &amp; Information SessionsRegistration DetailsCourse AdviceIf you need advice or have questions please email ce@sva.edu to connect with one of our course advisors.About the School of
Visual ArtsSchool of Visual Arts has been a leader in the education of artists, designers and creative professionals for seven decades. With a faculty of distinguished working professionals, a dynamic curriculum and an
emphasis on critical thinking, SVA is a catalyst for innovation and social responsibility. Comprising 6,000 students at its Manhattan campus and 35,000 alumni in 100 countries, SVA also represents one of the most
influential artistic communities in the world. For information about the College please visit sva.edu.School of VISUAL ARTSDivision of Continuing Educationsva.edu/ceE-mail: ce@sva.eduAll images Â© Makoto Azuma,
shared with permissionJapanese artist Makoto Azuma (previously) is known for shifting the contexts in which we typically view floralsâ€”think encasing bouquets in blocks of ice or suspending them in the
stratosphereâ€”through installations and designs that blur the boundaries between art and botany. Shown here is a 2018 project titled â€œFrozen Flowersâ€• from Makoto&#8217;s In Bloom series. The undertaking
brought the artist to Notsuke Peninsula in Hokkaido where he doused open blossoms and greenery in water. Positioned against the stark, snowy landscape, the resulting arrangement is frozen in its original splendor,
allowing the vibrancy of the flowers to peek through the icicles.The place where this installation was held in Hokkaido is also called the end of the world since blighted pine trees are usually spread out there and that place
freezes over in winter, says Makoto&#8217;s studio. It was the series of how Azuma pursued unknown possibilities of flowers and how flowers express themselves under this condition.More images and a short video of
Makoto&#8217;s process are available on his site, and you can follow his latest works on Instagram. (via The Jealous Curator)&nbsp;Brussels-based director Soetkin Verstegen bills her methodical and nostalgic
animation Freeze Frame as a â€œminiature cinema inside an ice cube. Produced in a grainy, vintage style, the black-and-white short loosely follows workers as they harvest and attempt to preserve the frozen blocks.
Amidst scenes of the monotonous, assembly-line efforts are insects, frogs, and various creatures swimming across the frames and eventually, crystallizing into skeletal ice sculptures.In a conversation with Short of the
Week, Verstegen spoke to the difficulty of using such a transient material, calling it the most absurd technique since the invention of the moving image. The tedious nature of stop-motion further matches the repetitive
movements of the film&#8217;s subjects, forming â€œa playful puzzle with formal ideas around early cinema, decay, and preservation.You can find more of Verstegen&#8217;s short films that experiment with animation
techniques on Vimeo.&nbsp;All images Â© Cecil Kemperink, shared with permissionSpread flat or folded in shapeless piles, Cecil Kemperinkâ€™s bulky chain sculptures contrast the solid ceramic material with the
flexibility of their shapes. The movable works are comprised of hundreds of loops that link together in sheets of earth tones and subtle gradients. Whether heaped on the floor or draped across Kemperink&#8217;s body,
the hefty chain mail is at once supple and fragile.The artist (previously), who is based on the island of Texel in the Netherlands, draws her understanding of motion from the surrounding water and environment. I love the
rhythm of nature, the tides, the (change) of the length of the days, the seasons, the changes continuous, she shares.Â  I try to translate the rhythm, the time, the colors, the continuous movements in different ways into my
work.Follow Kemperink&#8217;s latest works, which will include ten pieces for an installation, two larger works, and a wall sculpture in the coming weeks, on Instagram.&nbsp;&nbsp;View this post on Instagram&nbsp;A
post shared by Cecil Kemperink (@cecilkemperink)All images Â© Ismail Zaidy, shared with permissionFamily is intrinsic to my creativity, says Ismail Zaidy about his photographic practice that&#8217;s grounded in color,
emotion, and various aspects of Moroccan culture. In many of his conceptual images, Zaidy&#8217;s brother and sister serve as models positioned among swathes of pastel fabrics or balancing between taught ropes.
Shot against the sandy backdrops of windswept deserts, each photograph amplifies movement and an interplay between light and shadow.Pairing with the abstract and minimal aesthetic, Zaidy uses simple editing tools
and only the camera on a Samsung Galaxy S5. He draws on his passion for color through silks, cotton, and other textiles that evoke the imagery of his upbringing. When I was a kid, I used to live in a modest area in
Marrakech where I was watching the way the women would wear their fabrics, hike and djellaba out on the streets. These women are still a huge inspiration for me today, he says.Although the involvement of
Zaidy&#8217;s siblings began out of necessity when others weren&#8217;t available, they continue to offer direction and insight into the concepts, which the 23-year-old photographer explains:Iâ€™m trying to shine a
light on certain subjects. A lack of communication, distance between siblings and their parents, and family estrangement are problems that affect many but are rarely talked about. I am trying to treat this issue throughout
my work in a poetic way, showing that family is one of the most valuable gifts in our lives.Head to Instagram to follow Zaidy&#8217;s collaborative projects. (via Dovetail)&nbsp;All images Â© Rosa de Jong, shared with
permissionSuspended within Rosa de Jongâ€™s simple wooden frames are miniature dwellings that climb the steep, rocky terrain. Stilt houses, tents, and exceptionally tall ladders form the idyllic environments that are
surrounded by faux moss, minuscule trees, and generally rugged typography. Once assembled, the enchanting scenes appear to float in the open air or within the vertical enclosures of test tubes.Based in Amsterdam, de
Jong (previously) shares with Colossal that she hopes to incorporate water-rooted plants and crystals into future projects. I feel like a huge part of my work is how I frame thingsâ€”let&#8217;s see if I am able to frame
these inspiring natural elements, she says, noting that the actual boxes are hand-crafted by her father.Follow de Jong&#8217;s latest miniatures, which include studies of artificial moon rocks, on Behance and
Instagram.&nbsp;All images via the artist and Momentum GalleryMerging traditional craft techniques and the natural world&#8217;s abundant materials, Hillary Waters Fayle (previously) meticulously stitches brightly hued
florals into found camellia leaves and other foliage. From simple lines and ribbing to fully rendered botanics, the thread-based embellishments interrupt the fragile matter. The resulting sculptures evidence nature&#8217;s
durability while juxtaposing the organic material with the fabricated additions.In the interview below, Waters Fayle describes how she gathers leaves and seed pods from areas around her home in Richmond, Virginia, and
notes that her practice is rooted in sustainability. By using materials that are already available, like thread from her grandmother, the artist strives for zero-waste in her practice.Â Overall, her intention is to bind nature and
human touch, magnifying how the two interact.Head to Waters Fayle&#8217;s site or Instagram to view a larger collection of her embroidered works.Â You also might enjoy Susanna Bauer&#8217;s crocheted
leaves.&nbsp;Inherent, hand-stitched camellia leaves, 5 x 5 inchesImplications, hand-stitched camellia leaves, 4-3/4 x 4-3/4 inchesCircle Inscribed, hand-stitched camellia leaves, 5 x 5 inchesReaching Toward The Other,
hand-stitched camellia leaves, 4-1/2 x 2 inchesFlora Series 7, hand-embroidered foliage, 6 x 6 inchesï»¿All images via Pompeii sitesMallard to go, anyone? Archaeologists have unearthed an ancient thermopoliumâ€”aka
the Roman equivalent of a street food vendorâ€”at the Regio V site in Pompeii. The well-preserved stand is decorated with multiple frescoes featuring a nereid (nymphs of Greek mythology) riding a sea horse, tall jars with
two-handles that commonly were used for storage, and some of the formerly available fare, like mallards and chickens. A rendering of a muscular dog adorns another side of the stand with the insult, â€œNicia
cineadecacator,â€• scribed nearby. Various food-based remnants were found, as well, including duck bones, fava beans, wine, and a paella-style dish of pork, goat, bird, fish, and snail, alongside cooking dishes, flasks,
and storage vessels.This thermopolium is thought to be one of about eighty in the Italian city, and excavation on the site began in 2019. When archaeologists discovered that the counter was still in-tact, they extended the
project to uncover more of the area. Additional findings now include a small dog&#8217;s skeleton and two sets of human bones from people who were trapped when Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79 A.D. Although the
remains were disassembled by scavengers who dug up the site in the 17th Century, there&#8217;s evidence that one of the individuals was about 50 years and lying down on a bed when the volcano buried the area.The
site is slated to open to the public in the spring of 2021 and is just one of the impressive discoveries in Pompeii during 2020. Watch the video below, which is in Italian, to see the excavation process. (via
designboom)&nbsp;ï»¿Juxtaposing natural elements and mechanics, Dialogo harnesses the frenetic, indiscernible components of language into a synesthetic experience. A mix of stop-motion and live-action, the short
film features entirely hand-crafted sculptures by theÂ Madrid-based design studio blo que. Each motorized work translates human utterings into movement, whether through an undulating tube of neon or oscillating florals,
generating new associations in a conversation between the senses.To represent the original audio in a visual manner, blo que converts the speech waveforms into animation curves, which subsequently mobilizes the
sculpture&#8217;s engines. This is the voice of nature and order or the control of what cannot be controlled, the studio says. The passing of time in nature (freezing, rotting, etc.) is connected to the time of sound
reproduction. This bond creates relationships between human emotions, language, and nature.blo que details the lengthy creation process for the film on its site, and you can follow future projects that merge the tangible
and digital on Vimeo and Instagram.&nbsp;
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